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ZC Rubber Thailand opens after 8
months construction
Rayong, Thailand (June 29, 2015) – ZC
Rubber Group today hosts the grand
opening ceremony for ZC Rubber Thailand, the first overseas manufacturing
subsidiary, in the newly completed
workshop located in Rayong, Thailand.
Over 500 VIPs and guests attended the
ceremony to celebrate the grand opening of the new plant. The plant covers
the area of over 570,000 square meters
and is equipped with the most advanced tire production equipment and
facilities with the annual capacity of 5
million pcs of passenger car and light
truck tires.
Mr. Jinrong Shen, President of ZC Rubber Group, announced “The opening of
ZC Rubber Thailand is a remarkable
milestone of ZC Rubber Group’s globalization strategy. It is the first overseas
plant of ZC Rubber Group. The new
plant is facing the market demands

from global market, especially Southeast Asia.” The new plant will provide
hundreds of local work opportunities
and supply suitable products developed
based on the local market demand.
Furthermore Mr. Shen announced the
foundation of new TBR production line
in order to meet the quickly increasing
demand on medium and heavy truck
tires from Southeast Asia and South
Asia. ZC Rubber will keep on the globalization strategy for a better future.

ZC Rubber
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ZC Rubber’s dealer meeting of Latin America
Mexican customer
visited ZC Rubber

Hangzhou, China(June 16, 2015)—ZC
Panama (July 17,2015)——ZC Rubber hosted the 2015 Dealer Meeting in Panama to discuss the future
business and brand promotion of
Westlake and Goodride.
For ZC Rubber, Latin America is one
of the most important market occupying high shares of total sale
revenue. Meanwhile ZC Rubber’s
exports to America is increasing
remarkably comparing the year of
2013 and ranks top 5 among the
all Chinese companies.
Mr. Guorong Ge, vice president of
ZC Rubber, emphasized that globalization is the decided direction of
ZC Rubber’s development. On the
company’s global map, there are
already ten subsidiary factories,
including 9 plants in China and 1
oversea plant in Thailand, which
provide safe tires with great value
around the world. ZC Rubber is
committed to providing suitable
production for local market demands and delivers valuable tires
different from other China-sourced
tires.
ZC Rubber always develops longterm win-win partnership with distributors. “We hope local dealers
Email:marketing@zc-rubber.com

shall change marketing strategy
and promote sales with the experience and distribution networks. On
the other hand, our company will
support the dealers focusing on
delivery, sales and adjustment policy and advertisement investment.”
Mr. Ge said.
Nowadays ZC Rubber sets up subsidiaries in North and South American and planned to have another
one in Europe. They are in charge
of local marketing and service to
provide more support to the local
dealers. In the meantime, Mr. Ge
said, “Overseas R&D centers will
be set up soon to meet local market needs and it will help enhance
our competitiveness in an age of
increasingly complex tire technologies.”

Rubber welcomed new customers
from Grupo Transpais, a large
transport company with 80 years of
history in Mexico. Together with accompanying personnel of ZC Rubber,
they visited the tyre workshop and
brought a pleasure business talking
with Mr. Su Yongming, General Manager of ZC Rubber’s international
trade department.
Grupo Transpais owns more than 800
buses and covers many transportation sectors, including passenger,
industry, logistics and tourism. Hot
weather, high pressure and rough
road are the obviously driving conditions in Mexico so that the tyres that
Grupo Transpais want should be high
quality products, which keywords are
good carcass, high mileage and retreading.
Actually, the company’s visiting is
based on the independently test of
Westlake tyre by Grupo Transpais for
several months, which result proves
to be satisfactory. The objective of
business trip is to further understand
and cooperation. During the visit, ZC
Rubber showed them the workshop,
including the production line and all
the advanced produce equipment.
See page 3
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Westlake’s exhibition at Italy's Autopromotec show

BOLOGNA, Italy (May 20, 2015) —
Westlake of ZC Rubber made an
surprising appearance on May 20—
24 at the 26th edition of Autopromotec, the international exhibition
of automotive equipment and aftermarket products that takes place
every two years, and welcomed tens
of thousands of customers to visit at
hall 15, booth A2 during the opening
time.
According to Autopromotec’s official
report, the 2015 exhibition attracted a total of 1,587 exhibitors and
103,989 visitors, which showed that
it is an outstanding platform for
Westlake’s further development on

the international market. WESTLAKE
introduced, during the exhibition, its
new products, including new
Westlake SA37, SU318 and SW618.
A series of passenger car tires with
new patterns and all-steel radial
truck tire were highly recommended.

well-known Chinese tire brand and
considered joining the team of
Westlake. Some of these customers
even decided to reach purchase
agreements with ZC Rubber on the
scene relying on Westlake’s brand
power and produce quality.

Carrying out Westlake’s brand concepts “more safety and comfortable”, the new tires obviously drew a
lot of attention. Many long-term cooperative partners from European
came to negotiate business and
discussed the further expand existing cooperation. Meanwhile, the
exhibition appealed to many new
customers, who thought that it was
a good opportunity to recognize the

Westlake increased its brand and
obtained substantial market coverage through the participation of exhibition. When it comes to the cooperation, the company officials said
that ZC Rubber will provide more
various and effective supports for
distributors and customers, building
a close cooperation relationship
with them—everyone wins.

Continued from Page 2 (Mexican customer visited
ZC Rubber )

Customers were interested in the
different types of tyres that introduced by ZC Rubber. “As an international company, ZC Rubber has feature-rich tyres and always creates
products with specific characteristics
that suit local circumstances with
great production ability and advanced
technology.” Mr. Yongming Su said.
Email:marketing@zc-rubber.com
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ZC Rubber’s exhibition in Tyrexpo India

Chennai, India (July 9, 2015)—ZC
Rubber attends the Tyrexpo India
2015 , the one-stop marketplace
for buyers and sellers of tires and
workshop equipment , and brings
its popular products of different
brands to the exhibition from July 7
to 9.
ZC Rubber appears on the exhibition with its latest products and
technology after months of preparation, aiming to connect with potential new collaborations and business opportunities. Tire brands of
ZC Rubber, including Westlake,
Goodride, Chaoyang and Trazano,
are on display. ZC Rubber shows 12
tires, such as Goodride SA07,
Westlake RP36, AZ670 and Chaoyang CB332, covering PCR and TBR
for the Southeast market in exhibition area booth C07.

All products have to pass strict inspection before they go out. The
exhibiting tires are also carefully
selected relying on the local marketing demands and the Tyrexpo
India is an umbrella platform for
further recognizing by customers,”
ZC Rubber official says.

turers in the world, ZC Rubber substantially expands the market
share, in parallel with the opening
of ZC Thailand. The new factory is
developed in response its need to
enhance competitiveness in an
expanding market of Southeast
Asia and South Asia.

As one of the top 10 tire manufac-

“We always try our best to provide
premium products for customers.
Email:marketing@zc-rubber.com
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S Westlake got the championship again
Thailand (July,2015) ——Westlake
sponsored racer S Chanatpon
Kerdpiam ( S Westlake) achieved
the top result with the speed 97.5
Km/hrs at the All Star Drift Thailand Championship 2015 round 3.
The whole match Includes 4 races
throughout the year, and it is second time for S Westlake got top 1
in the biggest drift competition of
the year in Thailand so far. He
drove himself into drift final with
amazing skill round after round. In
the face of strong opponent, S
Westlake done perfectly and beat
the excellent drifter from Singapore in the third round.
Now S Westlake is preparing for
battle with PTT drift team, a powerful team from Public Company
Limited; the largest oil company in

Email:marketing@zc-rubber.com

Thailand. The final round is going
to hold on 5th – 6th September
and everyone will see the rise of

the champion. S Westlake is the
most likely winners of the race.
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German magazine’s highly praise for Goodride

GERMANY— The Goodride tyre, a
tyre brand of ZC RUBBER, was recommended as one of the best tyre
besides Continental in a test, which
was held by Auto Bild alles Allrad,
the most important 4x4 magazine in
Germany.
The test included 10 tyres from Asia
and a test winner Continental as
bench mark tyre. Besides Goodride
SA-37 sport, Sailun, Federal, Syron
and Evergreen were also selected.

The chosen tyres’ size is
235/55R17, which are always used
for the All-wheel-drive vehicles, such
as the testing car Ford Kuga and
VW. Tiguan.
The test covered pass‐by noise,
the rolling resistance，longitudinal
hydroplaning, curves hydroplaning,
slalom, which are the important
performance of the tyre. Goodride is
reported to achieve a good score
and obtained a high evaluation. The
well-known magazine said that it
would be more secure and lower
noise, avoiding dramatic accident,

when people drive with Goodride
tyre on the road covering with water
Goodride tyre performed very well
for exact half of the price of the
Continental tyre. The testing magazine also showed its surprise that
Goodride tyre is much better than
Continental in the longitudinal hydroplaning and curves hydroplaning. For Goodride tyre, it devotes
itself to provide super excellent
traction, oriented property and resistance to hydroplaning and what
Goodride brings to customers is a
kind of confidence, security, comfortable.

Goodride’s excellent test
on stopping distance
SPAIN—Comparing with other international tyres, Goodride Sport SA
-37 also had obvious advantages,
especially in the wet braking test of
225/45R17 tyre in the test report
focusing on the stopping distance
by Applus+ IDIADA, which is a leading company specializing in providing design, engineering, testing and
homologation services to the automotive industry worldwide.
The test was held at IDIADA Proving
ground (L’Albomar), the most comprehensive independent proving
ground in Europe, and included 5
rounds total every tyre with temperatures of 13.4 degrees Celsius. The
test speed is between 80 kilometers per hour and 5 kilometers per
hour.

Email:marketing@zc-rubber.com

Testing vehicle stopping distance means
setting up a safe area
for the braking, which
is one of the most
important performances for the
tyres. Five different international
brands were chosaen to test, including Zhongce Goodride Sport SA37 and Michelin Primacy. The objective of this project is to perform
stopping distance evaluation performance in wet condition on 4
different tyre sizes:
- 225/45R17 94W
- 205/55R16 91V
- 185/65R15 88H
- 185/65R14 86H
The graphs showed that the aver-

age stop distance of Goodride
225/45R17 is 29.5m, which is one
of the best tyres in the test besides
Michelin achieving 28.3m. The figure clearly showed Goodride tyre’s
high safety performance and revealed the reason why so many
customers choose the tyre brand.
On the other hand, it is not difficult
to find that ZC Rubber, Goodride
tyre’s manufacturer, not only is
large in scale, but also advanced in
technology. Safety values most. ZC
rubber will keep its step to pursue
the highest quality.
Tel:+86-571-86755988
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Dealer story
SUGE INT., the general distributor of
ZC Rubber in Angola, announced
that GOODRIDE and CHAOYANG tire
are the best sellers in the first half
of the year in local tire market
based on the statistical data provided by Customs.
Conducted in partnership with ZC
Rubber in 2012, SUGE provides
tires with reliable quality, excellent
performance as well as good service and gets good reputation from
local customers. Nowadays the
brand stores almost cover all the
provinces of Angola and everyone
can enjoy these tires. The success
of SUGE also caught the attention
of local mainstream media, even
Angola TV.
When it comes to the reason for its
success, above all SUGE‘s core values are Integrity, professional and
customer first. The company thinks
more about customers, connecting
with more prospects in more markets and also makes the survey of

Email:marketing@zc-rubber.com

the market every once in a while,
timely understanding of the customer demand. On the other hand, advertisings including radio, billboard,
online and exhibition communicate
the features, advantages of the
product and service in a way that
motivate customers to try the products.
Not long ago, SUGE brought
GOODRIDE and CHAO YANG tires to
the Feira International de Luanda
(FIL) and attracted many new sales
agents from other cities. It is part of
its new brand promotion plan and
further efforts will be continued.
SUGE official says that the company
will be well-positioned to improve
customers satisfaction by providing
a great variety of good products and
service as well as the widely publicity and strengthen guidance. SUGE
also will pay attention to the exaltation of employee's character in the
meantime and will take enough research to understand markets' demands. SUGE believes that it is a

successful partnership with ZC Rubber and the establishment of long
strategic relationship can create the
situation for both sides win.
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ZC Rubber Thailand visited the Cambodian kid living in PRAPHASSORN, Thailand with less care from their parents and shared food and stationary with them.

Corporation charity
ZC Rubber, as one of the top 10
world tire manufacturer, focused
more on company social responsibility and charity.
Following the Operation of Smile in
2013, a charity program to help
kids with Cheilopalatoschisis (Cleft
Palate) in Shinjang (Xinjiang), the
northwest province of China, ZC
Rubber continue to be involved in
the charity program not only in
China.
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ZC Rubber Thailand visited the
Cambodian kid living in PRAPHASSORN, Thailand with less care
from their parents and shared
food and stationary with them.
Also donated shirts are distributed
to Carribbean for local primary
school students. Such programs
and donations help to build up the
company and brand image of ZC
Rubber in the local market and to
push the local customers to accept the ZC Rubber products.
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